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LOAN WITH HYPOTHEC: ANOTHER PAPYRUS FROM THE CAVE OF
LETTERS?*

It is likely that this papyrus, like the other so-called P.Se’elim, was brought to the Rockefeller
Museum in Jerusalem in the 1950s by Bedouin who had paid clandestine visits into Israeli
territory.1 It was preliminarily (and erroneously) described as a ‘rental deed’.2 Its upper and
lower margins are preserved. The verso is blank. The writing is against the fibers.3 A strap
of papyrus, 4 cm. long, with ink stains and some writing on it, projects to the left in l. 8.
There is an ink stain on the far end of the strap, followed by some blank space. This is
followed by three letters and again what looks like blank space, unless, of course, the vertical
fibers, which by now have mostly rubbed away, contained writing. In the latter case we can
assume the loss of ca. 16 letters on the left of all the other lines. Two considerations,
however, work against this assumption: 1) it seems reasonable to assume that the document
started with uJpºateivaç,4 which would mean that only two letters are lost on the left hand side
of the first line. Since it is hard to believe that the first line was inset, we must assume that in
all the other lines no more than ca. two letters have been lost on the left;5 2) the larger blank
space in l. 8 looks like a real space, perhaps an inter-column space, in which case another
column stood to the left of the document. It might even be suggested that a single word stood
in l. 8, whereas the rest of the left hand margin remained blank. However, if very little was
lost on the left hand side of the document, there must have been a considerable loss on the
right hand side, as we shall see in the reconstruction of l. 1.

* It is a pleasure to thank my friends from the Papyrology Room of the Ashmolean Museum Library, Mr.
Nicholas Gonis of St. John's College and Mr. Michael Sharp of Corpus Christi College for their kind
help. I would also like to thank Ms. Lena Liebman of the Israel Antiquities Authority. As always, I owe
a special debt to Dr. John Rea.

1 See ZPE  99, 1993, 115ff.; 100, 1994, 547ff.; J.C. Greenfield, “The Texts from Nahal Se’elim (Wadi
Seiyal)”, The Madrid Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea
Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March 1991, eds., J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner II, Leiden 1992,
662.

2 Cf. E. Tov with the collaboration of S.J. Pfann, The Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche, Companion
Volume, Leiden 1993, 66.

3 This seems to be common to the so-called P.Se’elim, see n.1.
4 The evidence for ejpi; uJpateivaç is so slight (see P.Panop. 22, l. 5; P.Oxy. I 42, l. 8 is a restoration) and

late that I do not consider it here.
5 On the other hand it is possible that some such word as ajntivgrafon and/or eJrmhneiva came before; see

P.Yadin 5a, col. i, l. 1 and N. Lewis (The Documents from the Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of
Letters. Greek Papyri, Jerusalem 1989), ad loc. I rule out the possibility that we could have had here
something parallel to P.Yadin 25, l. 64 (= ll. 28-9): ejºpravcqh≥ ªejnº M≥awza/ p≥e≥r≥i≥; Z≥ªooºp≥r≥w≥ uJpativaç
etc. (cf. 26, ll. 17-18), since it is not an opening formula.
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Finally it may well be that what we have here is a draft: the interlinear additions may
point in this direction, as do the corrections of letters in ll. 1 and 3 (see commentary).

The date and the place:
A. Cornelius Palma Frontonianus was ordinary consul for the first time in 99 with Q. Sosius
Senecio; and for the second time in 109 with P. Calvisius Tullus Ruso. It seems plausible that
like many of the so-called P.Se’elim, this document too originated in Arabia. If so, then the
presence of a consular date indicates that by the time of its composition Arabia had become a
Roman province. These considerations would put the document in Palma’s second consulate
in 109. This would make it the earliest dated papyrus in Greek from Arabia,6 and one of the
earliest attestations for the use of Greek after the annexation7 — a small addition to our
information on the early history of the province:8 the existence of financial ties between people
from Philadelphia (‘Amman), one of the cities of what used to be the Decapolis (see below),
and some residents of what used to be the Kingdom of Nabataea .

On the other hand, unlike the other papyri which go under the title P.Se’elim,  there is no
apparent evidence that we are in the Jewish and Nabataean milieu with which we have become
familiar through the Babatha Archive: there are no obvious Jewish or Nabataean names in this
fragment, and consequently no evidence that the document was written in Arabia. One must
never lose sight of the fact that this group of papyri was not  found in the course of a
controlled archaeological excavation, and there is even a remote possibility that Nahal Hever
and the Judaean Desert are not the provenance of this particular papyrus.9

 The presence of people from Philadelphia raises more doubts as to the place and date.
Until the annexation of the Nabataean kingdom and the creation of the province of Arabia in
106, Philadelphia, like the rest of the Decapolis, was part of the province of Syria.10 In 106,
together with a few other cities of the Decapolis it was incorporated into the newly created

6 See Lewis’ introduction to P.Yadin  5 dated to 2 June 110.
7 It is contemporary with a bilingual (Nabataean and Greek) epitaph found in Madaba and published by

J.T. Milik  (“Nouvelles inscriptions nabatéennes”, Syria 35, 1958, 243-245, no. 6). The Greek reads, l.
4: e[touç trivtou ejparceivaç; the Nabataean says “the third year of the governor of Bosra— BSNT TLT
LHPRK BSR “. The earliest insription dated by the province is in Nabataean, see A. Negev, “Nabataean
Inscriptions from ‘Avdat (Oboda)”, IEJ 13 (1963), 117-18, no. 11:
aykrphl ˆytrt tnv ynbta   — built in the second year of Province”. For the vexed question of Greek
before the annexation see F. Millar, The Roman Near East: Empire, Communities and Culture , Part III,
ch. 6 ii: “The Kingdom of Nabataea” (forthcoming).

8 See most recently K. Strobel, “Zu Fragen der frühen Geschichte der römischen Provinz Arabia”, ZPE
71, 1988, 251-280, who concentrates on the military units.

9 See above n.1.
10 Governed, perhaps, as a separate administrative unit, see B. Isaac, “The Decapolis in Syria: A Neglected

Inscription”, ZPE  44, 1981, 67-74.
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province of Arabia.11 If the document was written in Philadelphia, we cannot rule out the
possibility that it belongs to Palma’s first consulate, i.e. 99.12 The use of the Greek language
and the consular date will hardly be striking.13

Finally, it is possible that the papyrus was written in the province of Judaea along with
some of the other so-called P.Se’elim 14 as well as of those which have been published in
DJD II (P. Murabba‘at  ).

P.Hever ? (previously known as P.Se'elim  Gr. 3)
 6 x 9 cm.
(TAFEL I)

Box 732 (Rockefeller Museum) Date: 99 or 109 CE

1. uJpºateivaç Kornhlivou Pavlma≥ª

2. º.aç Baccivou Filadelf.ª

3. dºedaniçmevnoi par∆ aujt≥..ª
     º.tou
4. ºn≥≥ klhronovmoi tw'n k.ª

5. ºa≥i to≥; de; progegrammevn≥ªon
kai; boulhqh/' oJ dedªanikw;ç

6. ºcrovnw/ televçei tou' uJpe≥ª

7. ºa≥i ejxevççtw aujtw'/ diakatª

8. .(vacat?) e≥l≥i≥ (vacat?)  u≥Jpo≥qhvkhn tw'/ dedanikovti≥ª
9. º.ªca. 5 lettersº.lai..o≥l..≥ª

2 Bakcivou 7 ejxevçtw

11 E. Schürer, G. Vermes and F. Millar, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ
(175B.C.- A.D.135) II, 1979, 158, n. 388; M. Sartre, Trois études sur l’Arabie romaine et  byzantine,
Coll. Lat. 60, 1982, 44ff., esp. 45.

12 The fact that in inscriptions Philadelphia, like other cities of the Decapolis, used the Pompeian era rather
than consular dates (see Schürer, Vermes and Millar, previous note, 125-158), does not exclude the
possibility that consular dates were used in documents on papyrus; thus the use of a consular date in our
document does not speak against its being written in Philadelphia.

13 See Schürer, Vermes and Millar 155-58 on Philadephia; Isaac (above, n. 10), 72-74 reviews the
inscriptions of four soldiers from Philadelphia recruited into the Syrian army as proof of its full
integration in the empire. As it happens there are very few Greek inscriptions from Philadelphia, see
Millar (above, n. 6),  Part III, ch. 6 iii: “The Decapolis in the First Century”.

14 A cancelled marriage contract in Greek (P.Se’elim Gr. 2, Box 870 Rockefeller Museum, unpublished)
and a deed of sale in Aramaic (P.Se’elim 9, Box 543 Rockefeller Museum, unpublished) record two
neighbouring places on the southern slopes of the Hebron hills in the province of Judaea: Aristoboulias
and Yakum (or Yakim).
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The translation will follow the commentary since it is based on the reconstruction proposed in
the commentary.15

Commentary:

1 If the year is 109, then we have to restore b- after the name of Cornelius Palma as well as
some of the elements of his colleague’s name — P. Calvisius Tullus Ruso.16 I, therefore,
suggest to restore in the first line: uJpºateivaç Kornhlivou Pavlma≥ª to; b kai; Kalouiçivou

Touvllou — a loss of 23 letters. It is a mere coincidence of course that three years earlier, A.
Cornelius Palma Frontonianus, as governor of Syria,  annexed Arabia.17  If the year is 99, we
must restore the name of Q. Sosius Senecio: uJpºateivaç Kornhlivou Pavlma≥ª kai; Çwçivou

Çenekivwnoç - a loss of 19 letters. In both cases this might have been followed by the day and
the month.

I am assuming that we have here a homologia  and therefore the verb oJmologei'n must
have stood before the name in l.1. Later on we find out that there was more than one debtor
(see l. 3: dºedaniçmevnoi),18 and therefore I suggest to restore here oJmologou'çin. It follows
then that another name must have followed that of —as son of Bacchius and both are the
debtors of l. 3. The homologia  form appears in the three known contracts of loan from the
Judaean desert:  P.Yadin 11, ll. 2-3 = 14-15: oJmologw' e[cein kai; ojfeivlein ejn davnei ajr-
gurivou etc. P.Yadin  17, ll. 2-3 =14-15: wJmologhvçato ∆Iouvdaç ... w{çte ... ajpeçchkevnai
par∆ aujth'ç ... ajrgurivou etc.; DJD II 114, ll. 9-12: ÔOmologw' çoi ajrgurivou ... a} kai;
ajpevçcon kai; hjrivqmhme.

2 .aç Baccivou: —as son19 of Bacchius. Since there is no other evidence in the papyrus
for a Jewish and Nabataean milieu, I am not attempting to restore ∆Iouºd≥aç, nor any of the

15 For the formulae in contracts of loans on papyrus see H. Kühnert, “Zum Kreditgeschäft in den
hellenistischen  Papyri Ägyptens bis Diokletian”, Diss. Freiburg im Breisgau 1965; H-A. Rupprecht,
Untersuchungen zum Darlehen im Recht der Graeco-Aegyptischen Papyri der Ptolemäerzeit, Münchener
Beiträge zur Papyrusforschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte 51, 1967 and O. Montevecchi, La
Papirologia, Milan 1973, 225-229.

16 PIR2  C 1411-12; in the fasti  the cognomen Ruso is missing, see L.Vidman, Fasti Ostienses, Prague
1982, 47. I am assuming that Calvisius’s praenomen as well as the second cognomen of each consul
(“Frontonianus” and “Ruso”) were omitted. If we were to include the two cognomina as well as the verb
oJmologou'çin, then a loss of approximately 53 letters (+ day and month?), all on the right hand margin,
must be allowed for — in other words a very wide piece of papyrus if we add to it the length of the
papyrus strap in l. 8. I think this is less likely than the abridged forms of the consuls’ names.

17 See Dio 68.14.5; for his years as governor of Syria see W. Eck, “Jahres-und Provinzialfasten der
senatorischen Statthalter von 69/70 bis 138/9”, Chiron 12, 1982, 340-345.

18 Although the singular is used in l. 6: televçei. The interchange in the writer's mind between plural and
singular may account for the fact that the final i in dºedaniçmevnoi is corrected from ç.

19 Perhaps “daughter of Bacchius”.
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other names from the the Babatha Archive ending in aç: Bhça'ç, ∆Eglaç,  ∆Ellouqaç
(∆Illouqaç), Qennaç, Maraç, ∆Onivaç, Çabakaç  or  Çwmalaç (or Babaqaç).20

Bavkcioç is a common Greek name, see P.M. Fraser and E. Matthews, A Lexicon of
Greek Personal Names  I, 1987, 98, with an example of the spelling Bavcc- from Euboia; see
also Preisigke, Namenbuch  pp. 70, 72; Foraboschi p. 75. For kc becoming cc see Gignac I,
100, citing P.Gron. 2, l. 1: Bacciavdoç.

Filadelf.ª: Filadelfe≥ªuvç or Filadelfe≥ªi'ç since both debtors could have come from
Philadelphia; on the city of the Decapolis, Philadelphia, see introduction above.

It is in this line that the clause e[cein or ejçchkevnai with para; dei'noç with the sum of
money borrowed must have come, since the par∆ aujt≥o≥u in the next line implies that the
creditor has already been named.

3 The left hand stroke of a m  is corrected to ç  in dºedaniçme vnoi; the final i in
dºedaniçmevnoi is corrected from ç.

par∆ aujt≥.. could be safely restored as par∆ aujt≥o≥u≥ since the creditor in this document is
certainly a single person as demonstrated by the participle of the verb daneivzein in l. 6 (oJ
dedªanikwvç) and in l. 8: (tw'/ dedanikovti).

4 ºn≥≥ <ªnºo≥tou> klhronovmoi tw'n k.ª:  once novtou is restored, it is clear that the abutters
(geivtoneç) of the hypothec of l. 8 are described in this line. I suggest therefore that in ll. 3-4
it was stated that the two debtors borrowed money from the creditor upon hypothec (ejf∆
uJpoqhvkh/), whose abutters are etc.

5 to≥; de; progegrammevn≥ªon scil. davneion or ajrguvrion or kefavlaion. However, the
second letter in the line may be an a and not an o (i.e. ta;) and thus perhaps ta≥; de;
progegrammevn≥ªa.21  In either case it could have been followed by something like  kai; tou;ç
tovkouç. The verb of paying back — ajpodovtw or rather ajpodovtwçan may have preceded the
preserved text,22 or may follow it.23 In view of what comes in the next line, it was at this
point that the time of payment was fixed.

6 crovnw/ ( ... ) televçei tou' uJpe≥ª: we may safely restore tou' uJpe≥ªrpevçontoç crovnou
tovkouç,24 and disregarding for the moment the interlinear addition, the preceding clause can
be restored along the lines of P.Grenf. II, 18 (127  BCE), ll. 13-17 for example: eja;n de; mh;

20 Babatha is written Babaqaç in P.Yadin 13, l. 2; 21, l. 6 and 22, l. 6 for example.
21 See for example P.Adler  4, ll. 14-15: ªajºpotivçw çoi ta; progegrammevn≥a dipla', but the parallel is

not exact.
22 As in P.Mich. III 190: ajpodovtw de; ∆Ariçtoklh'ç Qeoklh'/ to; progegra(mmevnon) dav(neion) etc.
23 As in P.Adler  10, l. 11: to; de; davneion tou'to ajpodovtw oJ dedaneiçmevnoç etc.
24 Or tou;ç kaqhvkontaç tovkouç, e.g. P.Oxy. 269 (57 CE), ll. 8-12, esp. ll. 9-10: (ejkteivçw) .... kai; tou'

uJpe≥ªrpeçovntoç crovnou tou;ç kaqhvkontaç tovkouç.
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ajpodw'çi ejn tw'/ wJriçmevnw/ crovnw/, ajpoteiçavtwçan paracrh'ma hJmiovlion kai; tou'
uJpe≥ªrpeçovntoç crovnou tovkouç.25 We find a somewhat different formula in DJD II, no.
114, ll. 14-16: ∆Ea;n de; mh; ajpodw' th'/ wJriçmevnh/ proqeçmiva/, televçw çoi to;n ejg
diatavgmatoç tovkªonº mevcri ou| a]n ajpodw'; as well as in P.Yadin  11, ll. 7-8 = 22-23: kai;
ejavn çoi ªmºh; ajpodwvçw th'/ wJriçmevnh/ proªqºeçmiva/, kaqw;ç progevgraptai tªo; divkaºion
e[çªtaiº çoi etc.

The interlinear clause kai; boulhqh/' oJ dedªanikwvç introduces a new element, absent from
the model we have so far followed: it seems to me to modify the harshness of the protasis
(eja;n de; mh; ajpodw'çi ejn tw'/ wJriçmevnw/ crovnw/) by leaving to the discretion of the creditor
whether or not to carry out the so-called penalty clause.

7 ºa≥i ejxevççtw aujtw'/ diakat: one could restore kºa≥i but it is difficult to know what other
phrase was linked to the foreclosure phrase which comes now. It is hard to decide whether we
should restore diakatªochv or diakatªevcein, and impossible to take either of them in the
technical sense of possessio bonorum.26  I would, therefore, translate it in the general sense
of “to take possession of”, “to possess”, as seems to be the sense in UPZ  II 162 (117  BCE =
MChr. 31 = Jur.Pap. 80), col. ix, l. 18.27 Although the hypothec appears only in l. 8, it
seems reasonable that the diakatªochv or diakatªevcein refer to it.28 Unfortunately all the
examples of diakatevcein with uJpoqhvkh are late (vi century) and they all appear in an
identical formula, which is seen most completely in SB  XIV 11373, ll. 4-6: ımolog«
•kou!¤v! ka‹ aÈyair°tv! memi!y«!yai parå t∞! !∞! eÈgene¤a! §f' ˜!on xrÒnon

25 See also P.Grenf. II,  21 (113  BCE), ll. 12-16;  and Vol. I, no. 20 ( 127  BCE), ll. 12-14; SB XI
11284 (100-117 CE), ll. 10-13; cf. P.Diog. I 25 (132 CE), ll. 10-12: §ån d° ti pa]raba¤nv, §kte¤!v !oi
tÚ d`[ãneion !Án ≤miol¤& ka‹] toË Íperpe!Ònto! xrÒ[nou toÁ! tÒkou!]; P.Oxy. II 269 (57 CE), ll. 8-10:
§ån d¢ m[Ø ép]od[«]i kayå g°graptai §kte¤!v !oi t[Ú p]ro[k]e¤menon kef[ãl]aion mey' ≤miol¤a! ka‹ toË
Íperpe!Ònto! xr[Ò]nou toÁ! kayÆkonta! tÒkou!.

26 That is praetorian succession (as opposed to klhronomiva = testamentary succession, see P.Meyer 23
(end of iv CE) ad l. 3, p. 95), see H.I. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman Institutions, Toronto 1974, 36.
He gives as an example SB 1010 (249 CE) = FIRA III2, p. 183, a bilingual text which has in Latin:
“Rogo domine des mihi bonorum possessionem matris meae Aureliae ... ex ea parte edicti quae legitimis
heredibus bonorum possessionem daturum te polliceris”; and in Greek: Aijtw' th;n diakatoch;n tw'n
th'ç mhtrovç mou.

27 See Wilcken, UPZ II, p. 89:  “Diakatevcein steht ... als Äquivalent für kurieuvein”; Meyer, Jur.Pap. p.
276: “diakatevcein hat in ptolemäischer Zeit die allgemeine Bedeutung ‘besitzen’”: I believe that we
have here the same pre-Roman allgemeine Bedeutung. P.Tebt. I 88, l.16 given as an example for this
general sense in Preisigke, Wörterbuch is apparently not a good example: the editors suggest that the diav
of diakatevcein is a mistake (see ad loc.); I think that this general sense is also present in P.Dura  32
(254 CE, a divorce), l. 9, where the husband declares that he restored to his wife everything which he had
received from her: pavªnta o{ça parºa; aujth'ç diakatei'cen (repeated in l. 13 from the wife’s point of
view).

28 See E.R. Wolfe, “A Contract of Loan with Mortgage”, Collectanea Papyrologia: Texts published in
Honor of H.C. Youtie I 1976, 305-308 for a short summary of the distinct nature of the loan with
hypothec.
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diakat°xei! tØn genom°nhn !oi ÍpoyÆkhn parå Yeon¤lla! ÉEpifan¤ou épÚ t∞! aÈt∞!
pÒlev!.29

I could find only three instances of the foreclosure formula beginning with ejxei'nai:
P.Mert. III 109 (ii CE), l. 3-4: eja;ºn≥ de; mh; ajp≥o≥dw'/  k≥ªaqa; gºevgraptai ejxev≥çª≥tw tw/'
∆Wfela'ti ... ejºnbadeuvein ... ªta;ºç≥ pro≥keimevnaç ªajrouvraçº kai; kratei'n;30 P.Oxy. XVII
2134 (ca. 170 CE), where we find in ll. 24-25:  <ka‹> ıpÒtan boÊl˙ §je›na¤ !oi t∞!
ÍpoyÆkh! katoxØn poiÆ!a!yai ka‹  t«n aÈt«n érour[«]n katoxØn poie›!y[ai];
similarly P.Oxy. (143 CE) 506, l. 49: ej≥x≥ovntoç tw'/ dedaneikovti oJpovtan aiJrh'tai katoch;n
ªaujtw'n ..... ºcivçaªçqºai pro; tou' tw'n ejnkthvçewn bibliofulakivou.

8 Clearly the forfeit of the hypothec to the creditor is envisioned here as well, but the
context is unrecoverable.

The praxis-clause31 is missing, and cannot be read in the traces left from l. 9. We find it even
in loans guaranteed by hypothec. Thus P.Yadin  11 (124 CE), ll. 24-25: [ka‹ ≤ prçji!
¶!tai !oi ka‹ t“ parã !ou k]a`‹ ê`llƒ` p`a`n`[t‹] t“ diã [!o]u` µ Í`[p°r !o]u` ku`r¤`v!`
t`[oËto tÚ grãmma prof°ronti, ¶k te §]moË ka‹ §k t«n ÉElazãrou` patrÒ! mou
Í̀parx̀[Ò]ǹtv̀ǹ [pãnt˙] p̀ã̀[n]t̀v̀[n], œ̀[n kektÆmeya] k̀à[‹ œn §]å̀ǹ §pikth!≈m̀èỳa.

Translation:

1. In the consulship of [A.] Cornelius Palma[ and ....., X and
2. —as son (or daughter) of Bacchius from Philadelphia [acknowledge that  they have

received from Y a sum of money?
3. they have taken a loan from him [ upon an hypothec, of a house? an orchard? whose

abutters are ....
4. on the south the heirs of K[ ... they should pay the debt]
5. mentioned before[and the interest? on such and such a date. And if they fail to  pay it
6. at the time that is fixed and when the creditor wishes, he (the debtor) will pay [the interest

for overtime
7. and let it be possible for him (the creditor) to take possession of[
8. the hypothec [will be forfeit] to the creditor[
9. (traces).

Jerusalem Hannah M. Cotton

29 Cf. SB  V 7519 (510 CE), ll. 4-6; P.Stras. IV 248 (560 CE), ll. 4-5; V 398 (553 CE), ll. 5-8
30 See J.D. Thomas’ introduction to the papyrus.
31 E.g., P.Oxy. XIV 1640 (252 CE), ll. 8-9: t∞! prãjev! parã te §moË ka‹ §k t«n ÍparxÒntvn moi

pãntvn.
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 IP.Hever ? (previously known as P.Se’elim Gr. 3), Box 732 Rockefeller Museum


